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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
The research was designed to demonstrate a microcomputer
system configuration for air control training. The objective of
the research was to systematically integrate current off-theshelf components of microcomputer and microprocessor technology
into a model prototype system for air control training.
A
subgoal was to examine voice input/output technology for its
potential use in a microcomputer based air control training
system.
METHOD
The microcomputer system PC/NTDS (Personal Computer/Naval
Tactical Data System), an experimental system for air intercept
control (AIC) training, was interfaced with automated voice
recognition and speech generation technology.
Recognition
accuracy data was collected from five subjects who completed AIC
lessons.

O

Besides the addition of voice technology, PC/NTDS was
configured to include a pseudopilot station which consisted of a
monochrome monitor and standard PC keyboard. The communication
interface with the student controller station was a two-way radio
headset.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The product of the research was a proof-of-concept testbed
for the application of microcomputer technology to air control
training. The testbed demonstrates a student controller station
and an instructor/pseudopilot station. Optional voice equipment
at the student controller station may be substituted for the
pseudopilot. For the five subjects who completed AIC component
skill lessons using voice input, errors of misrecognition
averaged under five percent in all lessons.
Errors of
nonrecognition, where input was not accepted and had to be
repeated, were relatively high, ranging from 4 to 17 percent.
Several system characteristics were found to be important to
successful implementation of voice input/output technology:
the
user interface during enrollment and system training, sensitivity
to background noise, and speaking habits of the user.
The advantage of using voice input/output (I/O) at the
student controller station is that it allows the practice of
communications without the need for a pseudopilot. Disadvantages
of voice I/O are centered around the importance of human
performance to obtain system reliability.
Several variables,
including preparation to use voice I/O and proficiency on a
training task, were found to be directly related to the utility
and reliability of voice technology for air control training.
4
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Recommended directions for research using the microcomputer
system testbed focus on making the testbed more generic to
enable research on other air control training applications and
Specific
technology.
voice
involving
applications
other
recommendations are also included to improve the efficiency of
automated voice recognition systems used with air control
training devices.

0
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
In Air Intercept Control (AIC) and Air Traffic Control (ATC)
training, time and equipment deficiencies limit drill and
practice of skills in the schools.
Continued training is
expected to occur on the job. For ATCs, on-the-job training may
occur months after graduation from ATC school.
For AICs,
training exercises aboard ship are often few and far between. A
training technology which can increase training efficiency in the
schools and facilitate retention of basic air control skills over
periods of non-use is required for fleet readiness.
This 6.3 advanced development effort was designed to
demonstrate a microcomputer system configuration for air control
training.
A 6.2 exploratory research project conducted by the
Naval Training Systems Center (NAVTRASYSCEN), developed an
experimental training system which demonstrated the feasibility
of microcomputer simulation of a radar task. This project builds
on the capabilities demonstrated in the 6.2 development effort
and researches new technologies to expand the experimental
training system.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of the research was to systematically
integrate current off-the-shelf components of microcomputer and
microprocessor technology into an advanced development model
prototype system for air control training.
A subgoal was to
examine automated voice recognition and speech generation
technology for its potential use in a microcomputer- based air
control training system.
BACKGROUND
Research on perceptual skills training suggests that theorybased drill and practice techniques employing microcomputers can
produce automatic skills which are resistant to stress and
forgetting
(Schneider,
1982).
NAVTRASYSCEN
research
is
developing
drill
and
practice methods
to
train
spatial
visualization for determining intercept heading calls for AIC
training.
The methods employ component skill training and
automated performance feedback on an IBM PC/XT microcomputer.
The system can compress component training through problem time
compression, allowing the trainee to experience over ten times as
many trials at component tasks per unit time as real-time
training.
The component skill training modules for training
spatial visualization skills in the AIC task uses a simulated
radar plot with aircraft tracks and Naval Tactical Data System
(NTDS) symbology.
The screen also displays instructions and
feedback for trainees.
In addition to the component skill
training modules, the program simulates the whole AIC intercept
task. A trainee can control both a friendly and enemy aircraft
and perform a nearest collision intercept.
9
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The original configuration of the microcomputer system
described above requires the trainee to input responses which
activate aircraft via a standard PC keyboard.
This is an
acceptable form of response input for that part of the training
strategy which involves massive drill and practice of visual
components of the task before practicing the whole task. However,
to adequately train the whole task, the next step in the
continued development of the training system must be the
inclusion of a means to practice controller-pilot communication.

V

The AIC school currently conducts training by stimulating
operational equipment which requires operators at pseudopilot
stations to activate aircraft via keyboard inputs and simulate
pilot communication. To advance development of the experimental
system, it was hypothesized that one or more microcomputers could
be configured to produce a trainee-pseudopilot arrangement
similar to that used in the AIC schools.
It was also
hypothesized that a second system could be configured for
comparison which interfaced a voice input/output unit. with a
single microcomputer.
The voice system could replace keyboard
input during component training and pseudopilot functions during
whole task training.
VOICE INPUT/OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY
Voice recognition systems have a variety of characteristics
which must be considered
for each application.
First,
recognition systems are speaker-independent or speaker-dependent.
Speaker-dependent systems require speakers to train the system to
their own voice. The vocabulary is repeated until an acceptable
voice template is formed. The template is used by the system to
match utterances to the template to obtain recognition. Speakerindependent systems do not require speakers to enroll their own
voice.
Instead, recognition is based on a voice template
obtained from sampling a large variety of speakers.
The
technology of speaker-independent systems has not advanced to the
point of making them a viable alternative.
Currently,
vocabularies on such systems are limited to digits and a few
words (Christ, 1984).
Second, voice recognition systems recognize continuous
speech or discrete words.
Discrete recognizers require a pause
between each word entered, creating an unnatural manner of
speaking. Discrete recognizers can handle large vocabularies and
show higher accuracy than continuous recognizers.
There are two types of speech generation systems: digitized
speech and synthesized speech.
Digitized speech systems play
back audio recordings. Synthesized speech systems change text to
speech by electronically reproducing the phonemes which make up
human speech. Digitized speech requires more storage space than
synthesized speech, but it is more easily recognized and sounds
more human (Christ, 1984).

10
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Voice recognition and speech synthesis are attractive
technologies to be investigated for their potential application
to interactive training systems such as simulated air control
Controller-pilot communication can be simulated by a
training.
combination of voice input and output and the relatively small,
standa-dized air control vocabulary fits within the restrictions
of most off-the-shelf voice recognition systems.
Past attempts
to develop voice-controlled air control training systems have met
with some success. An experimental prototype training system for
precision approach radar controllers used a discrete voice
recognizer
to
successfully
demonstrate
task
simulation,
interactive instruction, automated performance measurement and
adaptive syllabus control, using a fairly small vocabulary
(McCauley, 1984).
Another experimental prototype training
system, developed under the sponsorship of the NAVTRASYSCEN,
trained air intercept controllers. This system used a continuous
voice recognizer interfaced with a minicomputer and performed
similar instructional functions (Halley, 1981).
Both systems
encountered a number of problems during operation; nevertheless,
they demonstrated the potential of integrating voice recognition
and synthesis and interactive instruction.

*

With the anticipation that voice technology had advanced
significantly in the last five years, an attempt was made in this
research to investigate existing, off-the-shelf voice systems for
their potential application to air control training using a
microcomputer-based system.
ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
In addition to this introduction, the report contains five
sections and two appendices.
Section II describes the methods
used to select equipment and describes the application of the
micromputer to AIC training.
Section III describes the final
equipment configuration which made up the testbed.
Section IV
reports the results of voice recognition tests of the system.
Sections V and VI provide discussion and recommendations on the
potential uses of the system for air control training. Appendix
A contains the AIC vocabulary list and syntax structure used with
the voice recognition system and Appendix B is a schematic
drawing of the circuit card in the simulated controller console.

o1
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SECTION II
METHOD
This section describes 1) The microcomputer system PC/NTDS
(Personal Computer/Naval Tactical Data System) used for Air
Intercept Control (AIC) training, 2) The procedures used to
select an automated voice input/output system to interface with
the system and the procedures used to configure the two-station
(controller and pseudopilot) AIC training system, and 3) the
procedures used to evaluate the microcomputer configuration's
reliability and utility for AIC training.
DESCRIPTION OF PC/NTDS FOR AIR CONTROL TRAINING
PC/NTDS
is a state-of-the-art simulation of the air
intercept control task, operating on an IBM personal computer.
The simulation functionally duplicates several Naval Tactical
Data System (NTDS) displays and controls used in training and
combat.
The system includes an IBM PC/XT computer, trackball,
The PC/NTDS system provides
simulation programs, and printer.
Training features
many features to speed skill acquisition.
include:
a) introductory frames explaining procedures and
objectives, b) windows that display information and feedback
during a simulation, c) menu systems to move between lessons, d)
automated performance measurement, e) simulation control to speed
up or slow down simulated time, f) instant replays of segments,
and g) hard copy printouts of tactical displays.
SELECTION OF A VOICE INPUT/OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY
Several voice input/output systems were viewed and analyzed
before a purchase decision was made. After a review of the sales
literature, two isolated voice recognition systems were selected
to receive further scrutiny through company demonstrations.
These systems were Kurzweil Voice System (KVS) (Kurzweil Applied
Intelligence, Inc.) and VoiceScribe 1000 (Dragon Systems, Inc.).
The Kurzweil system costs approximately $5500 and has a 1,000
The Dragon system costs
discrete word vocabulary size.
Both
approximately $2000 and has the same vocabulary size.
advertize recognition accuracy rates approaching 98 percent.
The discrete voice recognizers were ruled out after
demonstrations revealed that discrete input would not meet AIC
Distinct pauses between utterances
training requirements.
produce choppy phrases and sentences incompatible with the style
of controller input.
Although it is possible to use relatively
long phrases as one utterance in a discrete recognition system,
enrollment time, during which the vocabulary is trained, is
For instance, 3-digit headings can be
significantly increased.
input as one utterance, but it is then necessary to train two
passes on 360 different headings. With a continuous recognition
system, only two training passes on ten digits would be required.

12
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After considering the cost
and features
of
several
continuous voice recognition systems, two systems were selected
for purchase: Vocalink 4000 (Interstate Voice Products, Inc.) and
VPC 2000 Voice Card (Votan, Inc.).
Table 1 lists the cost and
features of each.
Votan included a voice digitizer/ playback
unit for voice output on the board itself and so it was included
in the purchase price. Interstate required purchase of a speech
synthesizer at additional cost.
The synthesizer was sold by
Interstate and developed by Street Electronics.
AIR INTERCEPT CONTROL VOCABULARY
A vocabulary was developed that would encompass all of the
words or phrases used in a selected group of AIC lessons.
The
lessons trained aircraft heading estimation, reciprocal of
heading, intercept heading calls, and control of fighter and
bogey in a two-plane nearest collision intercept. The vocabulary
consisted of words and phrases and the digits 0 through 9.
"Heading right 010 for the bogey," is a sample phrase from the
vocabulary.
The complete vocabulary list and syntax developed
for the Interstate system are shown in Appendix A.
Syntax
development reduces the number of vocabulary inputs that compete
for recognition at various points in the syntax. This decreases
the time required for matching inputs to templates, which reduces
system response time and increases recognition accuracy.
The Votan system incorporated the same vocabulary as
Interstate, but the capability to program syntax was not utilized
because it required use of the Voice Programming Language (VPL).
To use this language requires -a minimal knowledge of computer
programming. Thus, with the use of the Votan, every word in the
vocabulary competedwith every other word during recognition.
VOICE ENROLLMENT TESTING PROCEDURES
Voice enrollment procedures are a significant feature of
voice recognition systems when the application involves large
numbers of trainees who will be using the system. A unique voice
template is required for each trainee in the course, and so the
time used to create a template takes away from time devoted to
the curriculum.
The ease with which the enrollment is
accomplished facilitates trainees' use of the system and reduces
the enrollment time.
Four subjects, different from the five subjects used later
for voice testing, were used to study voice enrollment procedures
using the two systems.
One male and one female had their voices
extrolled on either the Interstate or Votan system.
An
experimenter assisted the subjects during enrollment procedures.

13
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Table 1
Features of Votan and Interstate
Continuous Voice Recognizers

INTERSTATE
2

VOTAN
2

Amplitude control (input)

no

yes

Manual control of
sequencing of training?

no

yes

Recommended number of
training samples per word:

automatic

Extraction of templates:

yes

Procedure for adding/
changing one word?

automatic/manual"
yes

Automatic refinement of
template during application?

no

no

Speaker-independent recognition?

no

no

yes

Recognizes continuous speech?

100 words

Maximum size of vocabulary:
Programming of syntax?

yes

Compatible with higher-order
languages?

yes

Set acceptance threshold:
Description:
Intended computer?

automatic
17x4x12 inch
stand-alone

64 words per set
yes, with Voice
Programming
Language
yes

manual
IBM long slot
board

computer with
RS232C interface

IBM PC or
compatible with
256K memory

no

record/playback

Voice output included?

45W

Power consumption:
Base cost:

yes

$5200

14
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After the enrollment period, a short practice recognition
test, programmed by the manufacturer, was administered.
VOICE OUTPUT TESTING PROCEDURES
The Interstate/Street Electronics speech synthesizer was low
cost compared to other synthesizers on the market.
The lower
quality of the synthesizer was not expected to be detrimental
because the pilot vocabulary for AIC training is extremely
limited.
Text to speech algorithms produced the required
"pseudopilot" speech.
Preliminary work with the synthesizer,
however, revealed major problems.
The words sounded very
mechanical and multiple word phrases sounded "run together." The
experimenters made some attempts at phonetic speech output, i.e.,
words were typed in as they sound rather than as they are
spelled, but this method was time-consuming and was not producing
acceptable results. So the synthesizer was dropped from the
experiment.
The speech digitizer/playback unit, received as part of the
Votan card, was used to record the voice of one of the
experimenters. Digitization rate is selectable on the Votan.
A
mid-range digitization rate was used after some experimentation
with the board.
A small vocabulary was developed to test the performance of
the Interstate/ Street Electronics and Votan voice output
systems.
The vocabulary consisted of words or phrases such as
"Roger", "Missile enabled", and "Missile away."
Evaluation
software was written to test both voice output systems.
VOICE APPLICATION TESTING PROCEDURES
The Interstate Vocalink 4000 input system was interfaced
with the AIC training software, and system performance during AIC
training conditions was evaluated. Subjects received training to
criteria on several visual components of the AIC task.
During
each AIC training session, time of day, background noise
conditions, task performance measures, and system recognition
errors were recorded. Statistical tests were not performed due
to the small number of subjects who participated in the research
(n = 5).
The observations were treated as case studies from
which data could be extracted and used to form human factors
generalizations
pertinent
to
the
application
of
voice
input/output to training.
System performance
was the central
area of concern.
Subjects' performance on the AIC tasks
was
measured to observe the relationship between level of training of
the subject and voice recognition accuracy of the system.
Subjects
Five students, two male and three female, ages 17-24 years,
participated in the research. Their areas of study were computer
programming and psychology.
None had prior experience with
automated voice recognition systems.
A female experimenter
15
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completed voice enrollment and AIC training to become familiar
with the procedures and then tested the five subjects over a
period of a month.
Voice Enrollment
Sessions averaged 25 minutes, during which time subjects
were given practice followed by two training passes using the AIC
vocabulary.
At the beginning of the session, the experimenter
helped the subject adjust the headset and position the microphone
a distance of three fingers away from the mouth.
The subject
then proceeded to read a series of words and phrases which
appeared on the CRT. The subject was asked to speak in a natural
manner; background noise was minimal.
After five minutes of
practice, during which the experimenter coached the subject on
how to speak properly, the enrollment session began.
During
enrollment, the
experimenter controlled voice entries by
accepting or rejecting each entry.
Entries were rejected when
the subject used unacceptable vocabulary or stopped before the
complete phrase was given.
Skill Training
The software consisted of three lessons designed to
reinforce basic air intercept control skills.
All lessons were
conducted using a simulated radar screen with a graphic compass
rose. Verbal instructions and a demonstration were given to each
subject prior to the beginning of each lesson. Lessons consisted
of a series of drill and practice trials in which subjects input
a short response and received immediate feedback.
Accuracy
rather than speed was stressed and subjects were told they would
be given as many training sessions as necessary to reach
criterion. All lessons were 20 minutes long.
Accuracy of the voice recognition system was measured by
recording misrecognitions and nonrecognitions.
Each lesson
required one input which was to be spoken as a complete phrase or
sentence.
If a subject said part of the input, the subject was
required to repet the input and the error was not counted as a
system recognition error.
Misrecognitions were defined as the
system recognizing an input different from the subject's
response.
Nonrecognitions were defined as a rejection of an
input by the system. In such instances, the system would wait
until another response was entered.
All errors were recorded
manually by the experimenter who sat next to the subject during
the session.
If the system did not recognize three sequential
inputs the experimenter typed in the third input. Thus, no more
than two nonrecognitions were recorded on any one trial. Percent
misrecognitions and percent nonrecognitions were recorded.
Heading Lesson. The object of this lesson was to identify
the heading of an aircraft, as seen travelling on the radar
screen, to the nearest 10 degrees.
The response required was a
phrase, "Heading xxx for the bogey," which included a mandatory
3-digit heading call.
Automated feedback was provided on
16
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response time and response accuracy.
When a subject's average
error in a session was approximately 5 degrees, the subject was
started on the next lesson in the next session.
Reciprocal Lesson.
The object of this lesson was to
identify the reciprocal heading of an aircraft, as seen
travelling on the radar screen, to the nearest 10 degrees.
A
reciprocal is 180 degrees off the heading, or in other terms, is
directly opposite the heading on the c ipass rose. The subject
also had to turn the aircraft to the reciprocal heading by
indicating left or right.
The response required was a phrase,
"Viper/snake left/right xxx for the bogey" which included a
mandatory 3-digit heading call.
When a subject's average error
in a session was approximately 5 degrees and/or direction calls
were approximately 95% correct, the subject was started on the
next lesson in the next session.
Intercept Lesson.
This lesson employed skills gained from
the previous lessons and was the most difficult of the component
skill lessons.
Two aircraft appeared on the screen, the bogey
and fighter.
It was explained to the subject that the bogey
would remain on a fixed path and that the objective of the lesson
was to turn the fighter to a heading that would intercept the
bogey. The response required was a phrase, "Heading left/ right
xxx for the bogey" which included a mandatory 3-digit heading
call. All subjects received two intercept lessons.
Voice Recognition Feedback and Error Correction.
During
skill training, visual and auditory feedback were used to
indicate system voice recognition. Once a phrase was said in its
entirety, the entire phrase was displayed on the screen and an
auditory signal was provided in the headphone. The response was
automatically entered.
Subjects were not able to confirm
entries, e.g., by using the ENTER key, nor were they able to
correct an error in the middle of a phrase. Individual units of
the phrase did not appear on the screen as they were being
spoken.
If a subject stopped short of a completed phrase,
nothing was displayed and the subject simply started the phrase
over again from the beginning.
PSEUDOPILOT TESTING PROCEDURES
The instructor and pseudopilot stations
represent the traditional AIC training method
controller communicates to a pseudopilot
pseudopilot moves targets via a keyboard. A
configuration is presented in Section III.

were configured to
in which a student
by radio and the
description of the

A two-plane control scenario was developed to demonstrate
use of the instructor/pseudopilot station. In this scenario, the
subject controlled both aircraft using the same vocabulary
developed for the component skill training.
The subject first
turned the bogey to a given heading by saying to the pseudopilot, "Snake, left/right xxx as bogey," then the subject used
Function 2 on the control box to obtain the bogey's bearing and
17
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range. The use of Function 3 (Sequence) which gave readouts of
bogey and fighter information was optional.
Finally, the subject gave an intercept heading call to the
fighter by saying the message, "Viper, left/right xxx for the
bogey."
The scenario ended with two commands, "Enable missile"
and "Fire missile."
The capability to "blow up" the bogey was
added for motivational purposes only. Commands were issued over
a two-way communication system. The pseudopilot was instructed
to respond "Roger" to all heading commands and to execute the
required action. The pseudopilot also said "Missile enabled" in
response to the "Enable missile" command and "Missile away" to
the "Fire missile" command.

18
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SECTION III
SYSTEM HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
This section describes the computer hardware and programming
languages used in the development of the microcomputer testbed.
First, a general overview is provided followed by separate
descriptions of the controller-pseudopilot configuration shown in
Figure 1 and the voice-operated pseudopilot configuration shown
in Figure 2.
GENERAL OVERVIEW
The PC/NTDS microcomputer configuration is composed of one
IBM PC/XT central processing unit with one 360 kilobyte floppy
With the
disk drive and one 10 megabyte fixed disk drive.
addition of a WEN multifunction card with 384K memory, the total
The CPU also requires an
memory capacity of the CPU is 640K.
additional 8087 math coprocessor.

*with

The IBM monochrome monitor has a 700 x 700 pixel resolution
The PC/NTDS
with the use of a TECMAR Graphics Master board.
perceptual skills program will not run with a standard IBM
monographics card; however, an off-the-shelf graphics package can
be installed to allow the program to run with almost any graphics
card and monitor. Future development of the testbed should begin
this addition.
Labtender
a TECMAR
with
is used
trackball
A WICO
is used
printer
input/output board, and an Epson RX-80 dot matrix
board.
interface
serial
with an asynchronous
The PC/NTDS programs are written in the PASCAL programming
The disk operating
language, using the IBM PASCAL compiler.
system is IBM DOS version 3.0.
CONTROLLER-PSEUDOPILOT CONFIGURATION
The controller-pseudopilot configuration is shown in Figure
The configuration consists of two stations, one for the
1.
student controller and one for the operator who controls targets
The hardware
and transmits pilot messages (pseudopilot).
The software
consists of one computer and two terminals.
than
what the
power
computational load does not require more CPU
one computer provides, and using only one computer is less
expensive.
The student controller station consists of a switchbox which
emulates AIC NTDS functions and a CRT which displays the radar
The 12-switch
simulation and other instructional features.
interface box can be programmed to emulate 12 functions. At the
The functions
current time seven switches are programmed.
programmed are:

F1 - Hook target, F2 - Get bearing and range of

the bogey, F3 - Display information in aircraft sequence list, F7
- Turn fighter to the left, F8 - Turn fighter to the right, F9
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Compress scenario time, F10 - Go to the next scenario.
A
schematic drawing of the controller interface box is provided in
Appendix B.
The pseudopilot station consists of the IBM standard
keyboard and a CRT slaved to the controller CRT.
With this
arrangement, the operator uses the keyboard to manually control
targets and watches the same display as the controller. In many
air control training devices, the pseudopilot does not have
access to a visual display.
This addition may have training
value for the student controller who is required to play
pseudopilot during course time.
The student controller and pseudopilot communicate using
audio headsets equipped with noise-cancelling microphones.
VOICE-OPERATED PSEUDOPILOT CONFIGURATION
The voice-operated pseudopilot configuration is shown in
Figure 2. With this arrangement there is one student controller
station equipped with a voice input/output system (either the
Votan or Interstate).
The voice system takes the place of the
pseudopilot. The voice recognition system activates targets and
the
speech
output
system
is
programmed
to
emit
pilot
transmissions at appropriate points in the simulation.
The two voice systems examined in the testbed were the
Votan, Inc. VPC 2000 voice recognition system and the Interstate
Voice Products Vocalink 4000 voice processing system. The two
systems included in the testbed represent off-the-shelf low cost
connected voice recognition/ output systems.
The Interstate
system has a separate speech output module, whereas the Votan
unit incorporates voice digitization and playback on the same
card as the recognition unit.
The Votan VPC 2000 unit is a single peripheral printed
circuit card (IBM PC format) which is installed in a single slot
on an IBM PC/XT or compatible.
It communicates to the host
system via the PC bus and to the outside world by audio cabling
to the microphone (voice input) and speaker (voice output).
The Interstate recognizer is a stand alone unit with host
connections made by a serial RS232C link. The speech output unit
is also a stand alone unit connected serially via RS232C. Both
recognition systems in the testbed execute the vendor-supplied
keyboard emulation software.
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SECTION IV
RESULTS
This section describes the results of the comparison of the
Votan and Interstate voice recognition systems during voice
enrollment procedures which led to the selection of the
Interstate system for application to air intercept control (AIC)
The section next describes the
training in the NTSC testbed.
voice recognition results obtained from subjects who used the
Interstate system to conduct AIC training.
VOICE ENROLLMENT
Voice enrollment procedures using the Votan and Interstate
systems were compared. Vocabulary input, creation of syntax, and
voice training procedures were examined.
Before voice enrollment began, it was necessary to input the
vocabulary to be trained.
Using the Interstate Vocalink 4000
system, input of the 19 words/phrases and digits to be used in
the AIC application was accomplished in approximately 20 to 30
minutes. This included creating the translation table and syntax
file using Interstate-provided programs and downloading the files
Next was the voice
to Interstate to make the master cartridge.
enrollment which, for each subject, took about 25 minutes due to
the automated voice enrollment procedures incorporated into the
Interstate system. The system includes software which displays
vocabulary units either singly or in various combinations during
voice enrollment. Subjects were required to repeat the units or
phrases as they were displayed and then were given the option to
As the Interstate manual
accept or reject their input.
suggested, two passes through this automated voice enrollment
The recognition accuracy
procedure were given to each subject.
test, given at the end of voice enrollment, showed an accuracy
level of 100% for two subjects.
Voice enrollment using the Votan VPC 2000 was relatively
more complicated and time-consuming because of the lack of
automated voice training procedures. Vocabulary input consisted
of typing in all digits, words, and phrases in the vocabulary
Syntax was not developed due to the experimenter's
list.
Voice
unfamiliarity with the Votan Programming Language (VPL).
training was entirely manual, i.e., the experimenter told the
subject whether to say an isolated input or a string of inputs,
decided when inputs had enough repetitions, and developed
strategies on how to combine inputs to obtain the best
The Votan system also allowed manual control of
recognition.
input level and acceptance threshold.
Input level accommodates
various voice amplitudes.
Acceptance threshold delivers the
A higher
desired ratio of nonrecognitions to misrecognitibns.
threshold results in better rejection of invalid words (less
misrecognition errors) at the expense of a greater frequency of
rejection of valid words (more nonrecognition errors).
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Two subjects who used the Votan system and were given 45
minutes to an hour for voice enrollment, did not reach acceptable
accuracy levels on the automated practice recognition test
provided by the manufacturer. Part of the problem was that the
experimenter did not have the skills and knowledge required to
conduct voice enrollment. On the basis of this experience with
the Votan system, it was not used in the research; however, the
One of the
card was installed in the testbed for future work.
authors, an electrical engineer, spent several days experimenting
with strategies and procedures for voice enrollment using Votan
and was able to get acceptable recognition (> 90% accuracy) when
he trained himself on the system.
RECOGNITION ERRORS DURING SKILL TRAINING
Recognition errors were determined on a message-by-message
basis. Each trial counted as one message. A nonrecognition or
misrecognition of a message was counted as an error for that
trial. The results of five subjects given AIC training are shown
in Table 2. In the heading lesson, subjects showed an average of
336.8 trials to criterion. Nonrecognitions, i.e., where an input
was not acknowledged, averaged 4.6 percent of the total number of
trials and the range among subjects was 2.0 to 6.5 percent.
Misrecognitions averaged 3.4 percent, with a range of 1.0 to 6.5
Percent recognition errors were determined by the
percent.
number of trials showing an error divided by the total number of
trials.
T
Table 2
Percent Nonrecognitions and Misrecognitions of
Messages for Three Air Intercept Control Lessons

Average Number
of Trials

Lesson
Heading
Reciprocal

336.8

4.6

3.4

(2.0 - 6.5)

(1.0 - 6.5)

168.8

4.4

17.0
(13.0 - 27.0)

15.4

82.8
(62 -

Note.

Percent Misrecognitions

(235 - 497)
(129 - 185)

Intercept

Percent Non
recognitions

98)

(1.0 -

(0.3 - 8.0)

4.2
31.5)

(0.0 -

9.5)

Ranges are shown in parentheses.

In the reciprocal lessons, subjects showed an average of
168.8 trials to criterion.
Percent nonrecognitions averaged
17.0, with a range of 13 to 27 percent. Misrecognitions averaged
4.4 percent, with a range of .3 to 8.0 percent.
24
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In the intercept lessons, subjects showed an average of 82.8
trials to criterion. Nonrecognitions averaged 15.4 percent with
a range of 1 to 31.5 percent.
Misrecognitions averaged 4.2
percent with a range of 0 to 9.5 percent.
The data in Table 2 reveal that percent misrecognitions
remained fairly constant from lesson to lesson.
Percent
nonrecognitions were higher and did not remain
constant
throughout training. The Interstate acceptance threshold is set
high so that the system accepts only a very small range of
variation of input, thereby increasing the likelihood of
rejections.
Observations by the experimenter during training
revealed that many rejections were caused when subjects started a
phrase and then paused too long before saying the direction or
the heading of the aircraft. This operator error and others of
this type were most frequent in the first session of each new
lesson when subjects were at the low end of the learning curve.
Table 3 shows misrecognitions and nonrecognitions combined
to obtain total percent recognition error over sessions.
Table 3
Total Percent Recognition Error and Response
Time (RT) in Each Air Intercept Control Lesson

SESSION NUMBER
HEADING

ONE

TWO

THREE

FOUR

6.0
12.4
(0-29)

4.6
6.4
(2-12)

4.8
8.6
(1-23)

4.6
7.7
(3-17)

4.7
28.6
(7-51)

3.0
17.0
(5-44)

3.4
12.7
(1-18)

9.4
27.4
(4-39)

7.7
11.8
(0-24)

LESSON

Average RT (Seconds)
Percent Error
Range
RECIPROCAL LESSON
Average RT (Seconds)
Percent Error
Range
INTERCEPT LESSON
Average RT (Seconds)
Percent Error
Range

Table 3 indicates that, as subjects progressed through a
lesson, all recognition errors decreased and response times
decreased.
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Total voice recognition errors during the heading lesson
declined during the four training sessions from 12.4 to 7.7
percent, but jumped to 28.6 percent and 27.4 percent during the
first reciprocal and first intercept lesson, respectively.
The
high error rates are mainly due to nonrecognitions.
Response time (RT) is a latency measure which describes time
from the appearance of an aircraft to the point at which the
system accepts a command and displays feedback.
The time to
correct errors to achieve an input acceptable to the system is
included in the RT measure.
Average response times accomplished with voice entry were
examined to compare voice vs. keyboard input for component skill
training.
The heading lesson, in particular, was examined
because data from other sources were available.
Voice input
response times for the heading lesson, shown in Table 3, were 6.0
and 4.6 seconds, for the first and second sessions, respectively.
In comparison, keyboard entries of
xxx, where xxx is a heading
from 010 to 360, have been shown to produce shorter response
times. A group of college students averaged 4.3 and 3.3 seconds
during their first two heading lessons under very similar testing
conditions (Schneider, 1988).
The longer response times for
voice input are due to the length of the spoken phrases in
comparison to the relatively short keyboard input with average
typing efficiency.
INTERSUBJECT VARIABILITY
The ranges

in

Table

3 indicate

extreme variability

between

subjects.
Examination of data by sex indicate that sex of
subject was not a factor affecting recognition accuracy of the
voice system.
Overall percent error scores were 15.9 and 13.0
for the two male subjects, and 16.1, 11.1, and 18.6 for the three
female subjects. No other subject variables were examined.
Table 4, showing performance and recognition accuracy scores
for each subject, reveals extreme variability within subjects.
Variability was defined as how well subjects maintained a
consistent voice pattern from voice training to application and
throughout
application
testing.
Observations
of
the
experimenter, reported after Table 4, suggest that difficulty of
the lesson, frustration, and other emotional states may have
contributed to lack of consistency. The experimenter also noted
that time of day when subjects were tested may have been a factor
contributing to inconsistent voice patterns for some subjects.
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Table 4
Performance and Recognition Accuracy (Subject x Lesson)

HEADING
SESSIONS

RECIPROCAL

2

3

5.5

5.4

2
0

1
0

3.8

4.5

4.7

2
8

16
7

4
4

5.2

4.2

2
3

6
3

6.5

5.9

4.4

0
3

1
1

3
0

7.3

6.1

5.7

8
4

6
2

6
11

1

4

INTERCEPT

1

2

3

1

2

3.9
95
8
9

4.5
98
41
3

3.4
96
8
7

21.4
88
2
2

14.7
93
0
17

5.3
91
34
13

4.6
92
4
1

3.8
94
-16
1

12.3
67
27
5

13.6
100
0
0

3.5
94
21
0

2.7
94
5
5

12.2
91
32
0

11.3
100
12
2

5.6
90
6
1

5.2
91
12
0

5.3
93
1
0

22.1
75
39
0

16.3
83
24
0

9.3
84
43
8

8.0
74
6
8

4.4
79
10
8

17.2
79
18
12

14.2
81
0
4

SUBJECT 1 (Female)
Angle Error 9.0
%Correct Turns
%Nonrecog
23
%Misrecog
6
SUBJECT 2

(Male)

Angle Error 4.4
%Correct Turns
%Nonrecog
4
%Misrecog
7
SUBJECT 3

(Male)

Angle Error 4.8
%Correct Turns
%Nonrecog
0
%Misrecog
0
SUBJECT 4

(Female)

Angle Error 7.7
%Correct Turns
%Nonrecog
9
%Misrecog
0
SUBJECT 5

(Female)

Angle Error 7.1
%Correct Turns
5
%Nonrecog
%Misrecog
8

Subject 1 (Female)
Table 4 shows that recognition errors were inconsistent
The unusual amount of errors, mostly
throughout AIC training.
second
reciprocal
lesson
is
rejections
(41%),
during
the
Conditions were quiet, the subject was tested in
unexplainable.
the late morning, and practice was not mentally difficult as
shown by 98% accuracy on turn directions and angle error less
than 5 degrees.
During several of the later sessions, the
subject complained about being hot and not being able to
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concentrate. She also said she liked the intercept lesson least
of all because she could not grasp the concept. However, none of
these factors seemed to be related to recognition error rates.
To the experimenter, her voice sounded consistent throughout
application testing.
To test out the theory that boredom may
affect consistency of speech patterns, this subject was given
three additional heading lessons after her performance had
reached criterion. The recognition error rates for these lessons
were 3, 6 and 3 percent, not noticably different from the first
three lessons.
Time of day during which testing took place
appeared to affect nonrecognition.
Morning sessions averaged
18.5% rejections and afternoon sessions averaged 3% rejections.
There were too few data points to perform a statistical test.
Subject 2 (Male)
Table 4 shows better recognition in the later part of
training for this subject. As the experimenter heard it, this
subject was not able to maintain a consistent manner of speaking.
During the fourth heading lesson, the experimenter asked the
subject to speak slower and consequently, the best recognition
accuracy was obtained. After an unacceptable error rate during
the first reciprocal lesson, the subject's voice was retrained
and a new voice template was created; but this did not improve
recognition.
The subject showed enthusiasm and spoke loudly.
Adjustment of input level may have improved nonrecognition, but
Interstate does not allow manual adjustment of input level to
accommodate variations in amplitudes of speakers' voices.
Subject 3 (Male)
Misrecognition errors during all lessons were less than 5%.
The subject was the fastest learner of the group as can be seen
by the number of sessions to reach criteria.
Difficulty of
learning seemed to be directly related to nonrecognition error
rates.
The first reciprocal lesson and the intercept lessons
produced overt behaviors noted by the experimenter. The subject
appeared to have a strong desire to be right and acted frustrated
when he was wrong. The subject's overall manner of speaking was
calm and monotone.
Background noise conditions appeared to affect system
rejection of input. Its effects may have become obvious because
of the fairly consistent manner of speaking in this subject,
which provided a good baseline.
Session 3, the third heading
lesson, and session 1 of the intercept lessons, had television
and voices in the background.
Higher recognition error rates
were obtained in these sessions, relative to other sessions which
trained the same lesson. (See Table 4).
Subject 4 (Female)
Misrecognition errors during all lessons were 3% or less.
The subject voiced frustrations when nonrecognitions occurred,
but this did not appear to affect her voice pattern. During the
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two intercept lessons, learning was difficult as shown by
performance accuracy scores. Average turn direction accuracy was
75% and 83%, and angle error was 22 and 16 degrees.
This poor
performance may have been related to the high rejection rates in
the intercept lessons.
Subject 5 (Female)
This subject had high misrecognition rates and showed the
poorest
learning.
The
subject
voiced
frustration
and
disappointment with her poor performance during application
testing, which to the ears of the experimenter sounded as if it
affected her ability to maintain consistent voice patterns. The
subject had an abnormally high number of nonrecognitions as well.
Time of day during which testing took place may have
influenced nonrecognition scores for this subject.
Morning
sessions averaged 14.6% recognition errors and afternoon sessions
averaged 4.6%, as shown in Table 4.
VOICE OUTPUT RESULTS
The Interstate/Street Electronics speech synthesizer was
judged by the experimenters to be of limited usefulness for this
application and so the system was not used. The speech sounded
mechanical and there was a major problem with multiple word
phrases running together, making the speech difficult to
understand.
The Votan digitization/playback unit was used to
demonstrate pilot output in several field demonstrations at Navy
AIC and Air Traffic Control sites. In these demonstrations, the
output was judged acceptable by instructors, students, and
controllers.
ADVANCED AIR INTERCEPT CONTROL TRAINING
In several field demonstrations, the testbed was used to
demonstrate advanced AIC instruction using the voice recognition
systems (Interstate and Votan) with one computer. In a two-plane
scenario, the experimenters gave commands to a bogey and fighter
via both
voice input systems which activated the targets and
initiated voice output (Votan).
The exercise demonstrated how
two trainees could train in a combat-like scenario in which two
aircraft could perform evasive actions unknown to the controller
beforehand.
The "Enable missile" and "Fire missile" commands
were included in the scenario. This form of instruction leads to
high motivation because of its competitive nature.
Although voice recognition data was not collected in these
demonstrations, recognition accuracy always appeared to be very
good.
This was, in part, due to the level of sophistication of
the experimenters in using the voice systems.
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SECTION V
DISCUSSION
The product of this research effort is a NAVTRASYSCEN
testbed to study microcomputer system integration for application
to AIC training.
The testbed includes two voice recognition
systems, an Interstate Vocalink 4000 standalone unit, and a Votan
VPC 2000 voice card with voice output functions.
The testbed
demonstrates a student controller station and an instructor/
pseudopilot station. The optional voice equipment at the student
controller station may in some instructional situations be a
viable substitute for the instructor/pseudopilot station.
MICROCOMPUTER INTEGRATION
The
microcomputer
air
control
training
testbed
was
configured using primarily off-the-shelf equipment. All of the
equipment was purchased except for the controller keyboard which
was manufactured in house. It is possible to purchase a generic
multifunction box to substitute for the custom-made one which
would satisfy the requirements. Although the controller box was
programmed to emulate NTDS air intercept control functions, with
added software the box could be used to emulate several different
consoles used in air control training.
Configuring the microcomputer system was extremely easy. All
equipment was connected by cables.
Only the Votan voice card
required installation inside the computer.
The current configuration is based on an IBM PC/XT. Since
the Zenith 248 is quickly becoming the standard microcomputer for
Navy training, future research should consider changing to a
Zenith-based system.
Some of the application software was
written for the TECMAR graphics board.
If a generic graphics
software package is written or purchased off the shelf, the
application program will run on a standard Zenith or any IBMcompatible microcomputer system.
Application software, produced in a previous
effort, produced AIC training scenarios comparable to
accomplished on the operational equipment and courseware
to train essential visual spatial skills. No additional
development was required to interface the Interstate
with the application software.
The only interface
required for the Interstate was a keyboard driver
provided by Interstate.

research
what is
designed
software
software
software
program

The hardware configuration is versatile. It can be used to
test other systems requiring voice input/output at either a
student or instructor station. All that is needed is compatible
application software.
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TRAINING ALTERNATIVES
The current configuration of the microcomputer and voice
equipment provides an opportunity to research several options for
training which are listed below:
1. Skill training on individual spatial components of the
AIC task can be accomplished using the student station with
either voice or key input.
"Real-world" communications can be
practiced verbally. Voice input allows the additional practice
of communication skills, but will increase training time (phrases
are longer) and might detract from the massive drill and practice
approach required to obtain automatic skills.
It can also be
expected that, with voice input, recognition errors will increase
as each new component skill training task is introduced.
2. Simulated whole task training can be accomplished using
the student and pseudopilot stations. This configuration closely
represents how the AIC schools currently conduct training.
It
provides realistic training in that a human with intelligence and
perceptual biases hears student commands and translates them into
actions. Further research is necessary to discover error rates
for pseudopilots
(misunderstanding of a command) and the
frequency with which pseudopilots correct erroneous student
commands. These data can provide a baseline with which to choose
acceptable error rates for voice recognition systems, and
guidance on the amount and kind of artificial intelligence
required of the systems. Training systems requiring pseudopilots
are undesirable because they are highly labor intensive. Often,
students in the course are required to spend some of their course
time in the role of pseudopilot. Research is needed to determine
if there is a training value in having students in this role. In
the configuration described in this report, the pseudopilot
station includes a monitor slaved to the controller station. The
addition of the monitor provides a passive learning situation for
the trainee which may have training value.
3.
Simulated whole task training using the voice
input/output system at the student station is possible.
The
addition of the voice I/O system eliminates the need for the
pseudopilot station.
Testing of subjects with the Interstate
voice system, however, revealed that precautions are necessary to
obtain good reliability of the system.
Background noise,
especially talking, and the speaker's proficiency on the air
control task will affect voice recognition accuracy.
In
addition, AIC scenarios involve aircraft flying at high speeds
which requires fast and accurate responding on the part of the
controllers. To get acceptable training, high accuracy rates and
a minimal number of rejections must be obtained from the voice
system.
The limited capabilities of the Interstate unit did not
allow testing of synthesized speech output, but voice playback
using Votan was successful.
The small vocabulary, chosen for
initial exploration of the system's potential, did not test the
31
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*

Further research is necessary to
limits of the system.
accomplish a complete demonstration of voice I/O for simulated
whole task training.
4. Advanced instruction using two voice recognition systems
installed at the student station and instructor station is
another training alternative. Both the fighter and bogey can be
In a combat-like
activated by voice input to two recognizers.
scenario, the moves of the bogey are unknown to the student
controller and the bogey can perform evasive actions. This gives
the trainee realistic training and is likely to be highly
motivating because of its competitive nature.
VOICE INPUT/OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION
The addition of voice input/output (I/O) technology to the
air control training testbed provides a research environment for
developing general guidelines on the integration of voice
recognition and speech generation technology with air control
training devices. Several important issues can be addressed in
speed and accuracy requirements for various
future research:
applications, appropriate forms of error correction, enrollment
methods, and user training prior to using the training device.
The benefits derived from the technology are highly dependent
upon the specific training task, the environment, and human
performance.
The performance of the Interstate Vocalink 4000 recognition
system and the Votan VPC 2000 voice card in the testbed indicate
several system characteristics are important to successful
Of particular importance is the
implementation of voice I/O.
user interface during enrollment and system training, sensitivity
of the voice system to background noise, and speaking habits of
the user.
The greatest concern is that the voice system have a
If the voice enrollment and training
suitable user interface.
procedures are not automated, the user is required to become
skilled at the decision-making involved in what inputs should be
The user learns by trial and error how
accepted and rejected.
vocabulary words should be joined during input to obtain the best
"continuous" voice recognition. In the context of Navy training,
These trainees could not train the
users would be trainees.
system by themselves, but would have to be supervised during
voice training by an instructor who was extremely skilled in
using the voice system.
Even when the system does have automated procedures for
the
Interstate's Vocalink 4000,
voice training,
as does
reliability of voice recognition is still an issue. The results
of the tests of voice recognition using the Interstate indicate
that there are a number of factors affecting reliability.
Misrecognition errors averaged under five percent in all AIC
lessons; however, nonrecognitions were relatively high, ranging
Stress and other factors appeared to
from 4 to 17 percent.
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affect the speaker's ability to remain consistent.
These
findings are in agreement with studies that have reviewed the
literature on voice recognition (Cooper, 1987).
Sensitivity to
speaking habits of the user is a distinct advantage, however,
when part of the training task is to train consistently audible
communication.
The system's sensitivity to background noise and the
acceptance
threshold
also
affected
system
recognition
performance.
With the Interstate system, background noise is
easily recalibrated using a reset button on the front of the
machine. The acceptance threshold, which determines how close an
input must match a template in order for it to be recognized, is
set by Interstate and cannot be manually controlled.
In a learning situation, the
results
indicate
that
recognition performance gets better over time as the learner
becomes more proficient at the training task, but recognition
performance is likely to drop again when a new task is
introduced.
The reasons for the drop have been related to
increased mental loading, which is said to be associated with
decreased recognition accuracy (Christ, 1984).
A new training
task may increase attention to the learning task and decrease
attention to the simultaneous tasks of using correct vocabulary
with the required pauses, etc.
It may be necessary to retrain
critical vocabulary when a new training task is introduced.
The speech output equipment used in this research allowed a
comparison of speech synthesis versus recorded voice playback.
The quality of voice playback was good.
On the other hand,
speech synthesis was difficult to program to sound acceptable to
the human ear.
Voice playback requires more memory than
synthesis. If the size of the output vocabulary required to
satisfy training requirements does not tax system storage, voice
playback is preferable to speech synthesis.
It may also be
possible to use a combination of both playback and synthesis to
reduce storage needs and get good sounding output as well.
Voice technology is continually improving. Several systems
other than the ones tested in this research are on the market.
Future research will undoubtedly show that voice recognition
accuracy and speech synthesis can be improved over and above what
was obtained in this research.
Technological improvements and
implementation using good human factors techniques will decrease
the risks associated with implementing the technology with
training devices.
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SECTION VI
RECOMMENDATIONS
FUTURE RESEARCH USING THE TESTBED
the

The following are recommended directions for research using
microcomputer system testbed for air control training

research:

1.
Deliver the microcomputer configuration developed in
this research effort to an air intercept control training or
operational facility. Conduct evaluations of its potential uses
for training.
2.
Conduct further research on the cost-benefits of the
pseudopilot station vs. the voice input/output system for air
control training.
3. Conduct human factors research to improve the efficiency
and reliability of automated voice recognition and speech
generation technology applied to air control training.
4.
Convert the application software to allow air control
training on the Zenith 248 and several standard IBM compatible
microcomputer systems.
5. Purchase a multifunction box to replace the controller
box and develop software that would allow the box to be
programmed to emulate several different operational equipment
consoles.
6. Research the possibility of writing automated scenario
generation software that would produce scenarios and component
skill lessons for several different types of air control
training.
7. Develop other application software that would allow the
present hardware configuration to be used to test voice input and
output in other applications.
USE OF VOICE INPUT/OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY WITH TRAINING DEVICES
pre-enrollment
for
are
recommendations
following
The
training, enrollment training, and use of the recognition system
during technical training, as they pertain to air control
training devices:
Pre-Enrollment Training
Train users to regularly check and adjust microphone
1.
poEition.
2. Train users to regularly adjust input level control to
accommodate various amplitudes of speakers' voices.
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3.

Present a written copy of the vocabulary.

4.
Present verbal instructions to point out necessary
syntax and vocabulary constraints, i.e., forced pauses, limits on
length of input, etc.

W

5. Expose the trainee to a sample scenario showing how the
vocabulary would be used and allow the trainee to speak in the
scenario.
6. Give verbal feedback on speaking style to improve the
trainee's ability to remain consistent throughout use of the
system.
Enrollment and System Training
1. Train utterances in noisy and quiet conditions, if both
noisy and quiet conditions will occur during use.
2. Use the same type of microphone that will be used with
the training device.
3.
Train utterances under
those that will apply during use.
4.

Prompt with text

stress

conditions

(visual) not words

similar

to

(auditory) for

beginning enrollment.
5. Use actual controller transmissions in the recognition
test after voice training.
6. Introduce variability into the speech samples to widen
the range of acceptable responses during use.
7.
Feedback on recognition accuracy should not exceed or
differ from what will occur during use.
Application: Air Control Training
1. Use voice input when the training goal is to train air
control vocabulary, and keyboard input when training visualspatial skills or other skills.
2. Retrain utterances as needed to accommodate changes in
speech patterns as trainees are introduced to new air control
training tasks.
3. Do not have air control training sessions last more than
one hour.
4. Retrain one or two critical vocabulary items routinely
each time the system is to be used to accommodate short-term
variations in speech characteristics or environmental noise.
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5. Design noticable feedback and easy correction procedures
to reduce problems when timing is critical to the technical task
and trainees are beginning users.
6.

Regularly check and adjust microphone position.

7.
If an utterance is
throughout air control training,
utterance.

misrecognized several times
retrain the subject on that

8.
Monitor background noise and design unobtrusive
noise
changes
procedures
if
the
background
adjustment
significantly during a training session.
9.
Design the training environment to minimize the
interference produced when trainees are talking in close
proximity to each other.
Use noise-cancelling microphones and
soundproof materials between stations when possible.
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APPENDIX A
INTERSTATE VOCABULARY LIST AND SYNTAX
The vocabulary used in the Air Intercept Control training
application is shown below in the vocabulary list. The syntax
file, which identifies word orders acceptable to the system, is
also presented. A slash identifies an optional word, KEY defines
a category of first words, and FIN defines a category of last
words. A graphic representation of the syntax structure is
presented in Figure A-1.
SYNTAX FILE

VOCABULARY LIST

enable missile
fire missile
viper
snake
0
1
2
3

.KEY .DIR/ .DIGIT1 .DIGIT ZERO .FIN/
ENABLE-MISSILE
FIRE-MISSILE
.FINFOR-THE-BOGEY
AS-BOGEY

4
5
6

. KEYVIPER
SNAKE

7

HEADING

8
9

.DIR=

for the bogey
as bogey
left

LEFT
RIGHT

right
heading

.DIGIT10
1

2
3
.DIGIT-

0
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

A
A-i
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